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The “Mad Hatter’s” adventures in education: Joseph King (1860-1943) and 
the impact of personality  
 
Joseph King (1860-1943), known as the “Mad Hatter” because of his appearance and 
eccentric manner, was a man who cared very much about education in a wide range of arenas. 
He was a founder of Mansfield House University Settlement in London and of the Peasant 
Arts Society, both philanthropic organisations which aimed to improve the lot of the poor, in 
part through increased educational opportunities.  He was a member of his local Education 
Committee during the stormy period around the introduction of the 1902 Education Act and a 
Member of the UK Parliament between 1910 and 1918, in which role he made many 
contributions to political debates about educational matters.  He was not an original or a great 
thinker but he was an enthusiast who allowed ideas to take hold.  This article examines his 
work in all these spheres, building a picture of how one man sought to influence the world 
around him.  Using psychologist David G. Winter’s broad-based definition of “personality”, 
it asks how the unique characteristics of Joseph King impacted on what he could achieve.  It 
concludes that his connections and his money, the privileges of his class and gender, were 
significant factors in his successes.  However, his distinctive traits were also important, for 
better and for worse.  His forceful manner and pomposity were limiting factors, but his 
impressive energy and powers of persistence enabled him to make a contribution in his own 
time and to leave a legacy which can be felt today.   
 
Key Words:  Biography; Personality; Political Influence; University Settlements; Arts and 
Crafts.  
 
Joseph King (1860-1943) was known as the “Mad Hatter” because he looked somewhat like 
Tenniel’s illustrations of that character in Alice in Wonderland1 although his eccentric 
behaviour and mannerisms were also contributory factors.
2
  He was a man who cared very 
much about education and who attempted to improve access to it and influence its form in an 
extraordinary range of arenas.  He was a founder of Mansfield House University Settlement, 
an organisation devoted to alleviating poverty and disadvantage in London’s East End, in part 
through providing educational opportunities.  He was also a founder of the Peasant Arts 
Society, which aimed to teach weaving and other handicrafts to English rural populations for 
their moral and cultural benefit.  He was an active member of the Education Committee in his 
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local area during the stormy period around the introduction and implementation of the 1902 
Education Act.  He was a member of the British parliament between 1910 and 1918 and 
made many contributions to political debates about educational matters.  Taken together, his 
work in all these often interconnected spheres is representative of a significant swathe of 
educational and social thinking in England during the time in which he was active.   
This article considers King as an individual trying to change his world and the extent of 
his ability to do so.  He was not the originator of the ideas behind university settlements or 
arts and crafts movement but he was a very early adopter and a great enthusiast and promoter:  
a significant cog in the machinery which allowed the ideas to take shape and take hold.  
Mansfield House still exists as part of an amalgamated community centre and service 
provider called Aston-Mansfield
3
 and the Peasant Arts Group is still represented by a 
collection of artefacts in the Haslemere Educational Museum in the county of Surrey.
4
  
Academic interest continues in both these organisations.
5
  He also had a tangible impact on 
educational policy.  He credited himself with being the driving force behind the final 
abolishing of fees in elementary schools
6
  and had a decisive influence on the shaping of 
nursery policy in the 1918 Education Act.
7
 This is a modest but nonetheless tangible legacy 
and it justifies asking why King was successful but also what factors limited his success.   
This article therefore contributes to the debate about the relationship between the 
individual and society and thus biography and history.  In 2010, Barbara Caine identified 
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biography as a “current interest” among historians.8 Jane Martin has demonstrated that this 
interest is also growing in the specific field of history of education.
9
 The study of great men 
(and occasionally women) has of course been a feature of history since classical times
10
 and 
this has manifested in history of education in the production of biographies of philosophers 
and pioneers.  Research emphasising the importance of societal forces has been understood as 
a challenge to these deeply traditional approaches.
11
 The more recent biographical turn seeks 
a more profound exploration of the relationship between these forces and individual agency.  
One way of exploring this topic is to consider the lives of those who are perceived to have 
been disadvantaged by society, such as women within a patriarchy.  Such studies, according 
to Martin, have tended to present a case that “women were not merely the victims of history 
but the makers of it.”12 Conversely, Brehony has used an account of nursery school 
campaigner Lady Astor to set out his position that patriarchal forces were indeed a blight on 
the political careers of even the most socially advantaged women.
13
  
Joseph King’s story acts as an obverse of this approach.  This article makes no claim for 
him as a “great man” of history but rather uses him to consider what an individual who was 
socially privileged and yet not exceptionally talented could or could not achieve in this 
period. King was male, from the dominant ethnic group, the son of a doctor, educated at the 
prestigious Uppingham School and at Trinity College, Oxford University and married to the 
daughter of the respected artist, H.G.Hine.
14
  The one possible piece of grit in the oyster was 
his Non-conformist religion.  Politician and biographer Roy Hattersley has written how 
David Lloyd George, British Prime Minister from 1916 to 1922, felt like a “Great Outsider” 
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to the establishment, in part because of his being brought up in a Non-conformist sect, the 
Campbellites.
15
 King certainly spoke up about Non-conformist grievances and an awareness 
of being part of a socially disadvantaged group may have been a motivator for his political 
involvement, a phenomenon that has been theorised by psychologist Lauren E. Duncan.
16
 
Nonetheless, as a Congregationalist, he was a member of a much more mainstream, middle-
class and respectable denomination than Lloyd George
17
 and in fact his religion gave him 
access to influential institutions and individuals, as described below in connection with 
Mansfield House.  This was not someone battling against systematic barriers.  This means 
that there is more possibility that his own personal characteristics were a key element in his 
success and failures and this article argues that this was indeed the case.    
Analysing the personality of a historical figure might seem at first glance to be a 
foolhardy endeavour.  Paula R. Backscheider has argued that our understanding of 
personality is built on “unconscious cultural assumptions”.18 We may search for “unity and 
coherence” where none exists.19  The post-modern perspective is that a subject “performs or 
creates a sense of self”20 which may vary from context to context.   However, the eminent 
biographer Richard Holmes has asserted his belief in the “integrity of human character” as 
demonstrated by repeated behaviour over the course of a subject’s life 21 and there is support 
for this position from the field of psychology.  Jeffrey J. Mondiak, who conducts empirical 
research into the impact of personality on political behaviour, claims that this exhibits 
“tremendous stability over time”.22  
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There have been some previous attempts to analyse the impact of personality in 
historical contexts.  Historian Margaret MacMillan, for example, has recently examined 
prominent figures from world history in order to identify how characteristics such as “love, 
fear, hatred, jealousy, ambition, altruism, loyalty and integrity” shaped events.23  She builds a 
strong case that these aspects should be factored into historical accounts.   A scholar who has 
offered a more sustained and systematic analysis of particular individuals is psychologist 
David G. Winter, who argues that the personality of historical figures can be studied through 
quantitative analysis of historical texts and has himself produced such a study of James I of 
England (1566-1625).
24
  Winter suggests a broad-based definition of “personality” which 
encompasses four elements: “motivation”, “cognition”, “traits or temperaments” and “social 
context”.25 The “social context” includes the immediate situation, enduring circumstances 
and also the “macrocontexts” of, for example, class and religion.26  “Motivation” includes a 
person’s subconscious as well as conscious reasons for action and is subject to change over 
time.  “Cognitions”, which are values and beliefs, tend to be more stable.27 Winter’s 
understanding of “traits” rests on the established “big five” model of “extraversion”, 
“agreeableness”, “conscientiousness”, “emotional stability” and “openness to experiences.”28  
Together these factors define us as individuals.   
This article takes Winter’s definition of personality as a starting point and attempts to 
identify what made Joseph King the unique individual he was.  It does not however use his 
detailed textual analysis, drawing instead in a more interpretative way on a wide base of 
evidence.  King left no diary or private papers but data does exist in published sources, 
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including his own writings and those of his associates; in archival holdings relating to 
Mansfield House, the Peasant Arts Society and Surrey County Council; in local and national 
newspapers and in Hansard, the record of parliamentary proceedings in the United Kingdom.  
The approach taken rests on the belief that definitive and absolute knowledge is not a realistic 
aim and the historian should aim for a provisional interpretation of available sources.  As 
political historian Ben Pimlott memorably put it “nobody has access to another’s soul and the 
character on the page is the author’s unique creation”.29   
This article offers an interpretation of King and how he functioned within four arenas 
of his educational work, as specified above: the university settlement movement, the Peasant 
Arts movement, Surrey County Council and his work as an MP.  A description of these 
sometimes interconnected arenas and his role within them will portray the social context in 
which he operated.  Evidence will then be sought as to what his behaviour in these various 
contexts say about his motives, cognitions and traits.  There are gaps in the portrait which 
cannot be filled: for example, it has not proved possible to analyse all five personality traits in 
each arena.   There are also contradictions which cannot be resolved and at times the best 
explanation is that King did indeed perform his personality differently in different situations, 
as the post-modernists suggest.  In each area of his work, the article considers whether the 
unique individual Joseph King made a difference and what helped or hindered his aims.   
 
Mansfield House University Settlement: The Non-Conformist Philanthropist  
The University settlement movement, which began in the 1880s, involved wealthy persons, 
often young Oxbridge educated men, living in institutions which rather resembled Oxbridge 
colleges but which were situated in very poor neighbourhoods for the purpose of mitigating 
the impacts of poverty.  Frederick Rockell, writing in 1912 in Millgate Monthly, the 
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magazine of the co-operative society, described them as knights “banded together to wage 
war against oppression, against injustice”.30  Despite settlers claiming that they were in these 
areas to learn from those around them as well as provide succour,
31
 some scholars have, 
perhaps inevitably, seen these efforts as patronising:  Marxist historian Brian Simon 
described the movement as “neo-feudal”.32  The early settlements were focused on social 
issues but saw providing educational activities as a key part of alleviating the problems 
around them.
33
  These included classes in a wide range of subjects, university style lectures 
and art exhibitions.
34
  This was a battle fought on the cultural front against “the vulgarization 
of society” that they associated with industrialisation.35 Settlers were also involved in 
educational politics by taking places on the local School Boards.
36
   
King was a founding member of Mansfield House University Settlement in Canning 
Town, East London, which was established in 1890.
37
  This was attached to the Non-
conformist Mansfield College in Oxford University and was a distinctively Non-conformist 
settlement but one which concerned itself with the whole community and made “no attempt 
to proselytise”.38   King was aged thirty at this time and was not a Mansfield student.  He 
was, however, an admirer of the work of the minister in Canning Town, F.W.Newland. When 
Newland eventually left the area, King spoke of him very warmly: “he had known Mr 
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Newland ever since his first term when he came up to Oxford and he thought he loved and 
respected him the more every time he had seen him since”.39  He was also “a lifelong friend” 
of Dr Fairbairn, Mansfield College Principal, under whom he studied at Airedale College in 
Bradford while contemplating joining the ministry.
40
  King was not actually a settler himself: 
The 1892 publication Life at Mansfield House lists his address as in Hampstead.
41
  His initial 
role was to act as treasurer and member of the finance committee, in which capacity he was 
ex officio a member of the executive committee.
42
  Minute books indicate that he was a 
regular attender of meetings and took the chair on occasions.  He was also a member of a 
sub-committee tasked with finding premises for residences.
43
 He resigned his post as 
treasurer in 1899 without giving a reason in the formal meeting, at which point he was 
elected as an individual to the executive committee.
44
 He was continually re-elected to this 
committee via nomination from Mansfield College until 1920.
45
 
Unfortunately, the extant records do not reveal a great deal more about his personal 
involvement in the settlement.  Apart from the praise of Newland above, the only time that 
his voice can really heard as an individual is in a Finance Report written jointly by him and 
Will Reason, the financial secretary, which shows a certain pride in their careful 
management:  “With less income we have yet done more.  This has been due mainly to 
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greater economy in local expenditure”.46  Nonetheless, it is possible to discern something 
from this aspect of his life about his cognitions (values and beliefs) and motives for 
involvement in social and educational work and perhaps also about his personal traits.  The 
first of these is the importance of his religion as a driver for social action.  The second is the 
fact that “affiliation” or the desire to make and maintain connections with others47 also 
provides motivation for his actions, as is demonstrated by the importance of his admiration of 
Newland and friendship with Fairbairn in drawing him into this project.  In terms of traits, his 
founding such an enterprise, still new and innovative at the time, suggests a high “openness 
to experience” and the regular attendance at meetings and the pride taken in the financial 
prudence which allows more be achieved implies a high “conscientiousness”, as does his 
sustained commitment over a number of decades.  All of these themes are relevant to other 
spheres in which he became involved.    
 As Nigel Scotland has argued, the university settlements had a significant impact on 
their localities and together impacted on public policy, influencing thinking about, for 
example, the need for pensions and for legal aid (an innovation of Mansfield House itself).
48
  
Joseph King played his part in this collective action.  His social position and his connections 
with the Non-conformist community in Oxford were what enabled him to do so and his 
religious convictions gave him the motivation.  The organisation benefitted from his 
expertise, his dedication and commitment and his investment in the personal relationships 
necessary for smooth functioning.   
 
The Peasant Arts Movement:  a Spokesman for the Pre-industrial World  
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King, his wife Maude, her sister and her brother-in law, Ethel and Godfrey Blount, were the 
founders of the Peasant Art(s) Movement centred on the town of Haslemere in Surrey.
49
  The 
term “movement” has been used to signify the grouping which began as the Peasant Arts 
Society in 1897 and which later adapted into forms called the Peasant Arts Fellowship and 
the Peasant Arts Guild.
50
 It was very much part of the wider Arts and Crafts movement which 
was inspired by art critic John Ruskin’s idea that individual human beings have a 
fundamental need to make beautiful objects, a position conceived in opposition to the mass-
production of Victorian industry.
51
 The Kings’ initial contribution was the establishment of a 
cottage weaving industry using the labour of local women.
52
  However, the movement was 
first and foremost educational in its intent: the underlying purpose, as set out in one of the 
fellowship papers published in 1911, was to restore “Country Life” through “the re-education 
of the Peasant – man, woman and child”.53 Not only did people in the countryside need to be 
taught specific skills, their cultural life was in general unacceptable:  even “good and kind” 
women, for example, “smoke, read bad novels and play bridge”.54  More wholesome 
activities would save them from “anguish and despair”.55  Education was provided through a 
number of outlets:  Maude and Ethel set up a Wheel and Spindle Club for children, which ran 
after school and on Saturdays;
56
 a teacher was employed to travel round the country to initiate 
and support weaving groups with a few weeks or months instruction;
57
 a journal, initially The 
Vineyard and later The Country Heart, was established which provided general information 
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about the movement whilst publishing works of art and literature and a Peasant Arts 
collection was established which later became part of the Haslemere Educational Museum.
58
    
 Jospeh King’s role in the movement was perhaps rather secondary to Maude’s.  His 
cousin Greville MacDonald, who was also active in the organisations, claimed that Maude 
was the one who decided that “passive sympathy” with Ruskin’s aims was no longer enough 
and that her husband, “keenly appreciating genius”, let her have her way.59  His role was 
partly to ensure that the enterprise was “cushioned by wealth”, providing emergency funds to 
keep things ticking over.
60
  He took a particular interest in the museum, becoming curator in 
1910
61
 and maintaining this role until 1939 when he retired due to ill-health.
62
  During the 
time of his curatorship, he corresponded with experts in the field such as William Morris’ 
daughter May,
63
 wrote a guidebook for the museum
64
 and gave lectures for adults
65
 and also 
for children.
66
  The fact that he carried on these activities after the late 1920s, when the 
movement was wound up following the death of key members, including Maude,
67
 speaks to 
a genuine enthusiasm that he sustained into old age.   
 King’s involvement in this movement provides some clues as to his cognitions.  The 
idea of a privileged elite teaching their local working classes how they should live had very 
close parallels with the university settlement movement and thus there is a degree of 
consistency here,  but of course there can be no assumption that he whole-heartedly agreed 
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with everything that was said by every other member. Greville MacDonald, indeed, hinted at 
a degree of distance in stating that his “inclinations embraced rather politics and non-
conforming orthodoxies”68 and his speech at the inaugural meeting of the “Peasant Arts 
Fellowship” incarnation of the movement, held in 1913, seemed decidedly lacking in 
commitment, praising the society’s “broad, catholic purpose” and not much else.69 However, 
in the mid-1920s, when his political career was over and the Peasant Arts Movement perhaps 
became more central to his concerns and his life, King publically stated that the fact that 
“popular forms of art” were “democratic” could only lead to “anarchy”, “a sort of worship of 
novelty, extravagance, inanity or even ugliness” and seemed to suggest that the high authority 
of a king or church was a guarantee of good taste.
70
  This seems a rather odd position for a 
Non-conformist political radical.  Similarly, in the same lecture, King supports the group line 
that mechanisation is an evil in society and that the pre-industrial world was an idyll to aspire 
to.
71
  This seems a little hard to reconcile with his own enthusiasm for progress in the form of 
the motor car, a point emphasised in his obituary in the Western Daily Press.
72
  This would 
seem to be an example of King performing a certain role in a specific context. As part of the 
Peasant Arts Movement, he performed the role of the anti-industrial feudalist, whether or not 
such a position could be easily reconciled to the parts he played in other arenas.   
 King’s role in the movement gives further indications of his motives and personal 
traits, confirming some indications noted above.  Again, affiliation, aligning himself to a 
group, was a key motive for action.  This, together with the fact that he maintained a loyalty 
to the organisations suggests a high “agreeableness”.  His commitment and hard work over so 
many decades speak to high “conscientiousness”.  His “openness to experience” can perhaps 
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be argued both ways.  The Peasant Arts and Arts and Crafts movements in general were 
“essentially preservationist”73 and backward rather than forward looking.  Nonetheless, 
becoming involved with groups of influential persons (G.K.Chesterton, the famous novelist 
and Cecil Sharp, the renowned folk song collector, were speakers at the first Fellowship 
meeting
74
) in an enterprise so representative of the zeitgeist and  initiating a broad range of 
innovative projects does ultimately suggest someone very ready to try new things.   
  The Peasant Arts movement did not halt the tide of industrialization nor dissuade the 
rural working class from its modern pleasures.  As MacDonald admitted, “it was not in 
worldly sense [sic] successful”.75   According to decorative art expert Isabelle Anscombe, the 
whole Arts and Crafts Movement was seen as something of a joke by the 1920s.
76
  Today, 
however, it is recognised as “one of the most influential, profound and far-reaching design 
movements of modern times”.77  The Peasant Arts movement played its part in preserving 
and promoting these crafts and this culture.  Joseph King was able to contribute to this 
through his connections (the connections with the Blounts primarily but also through those 
that he was able to call on to support the movement) and his wealth.   However, his 
personality traits were also key here, in particular his high conscientiousness in preserving the 
legacy of the movement after so many others had died and other activities had been wound 
up.     
 
Surrey County Council: The Forceful Firebrand  
Joseph King was a member of Surrey County Council from 1898 to 1904, during which time 
he played a very active role in managing education in the county.  From 1898, he was a 
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member of the Technical Education Committee which managed secondary schools, 
continuation schools and courses for agriculture and horticulture.
78
  After the 1902 Education 
Act, when local authorities took over responsibilities from School Boards,
79
 he became a 
member of the newly constituted education committee, and was appointed to the elementary 
and the finance sub-committees, taking the position of vice-chairman of the latter.
80
 Soon 
afterwards, he was also on the staffing and building sub-committees
81
 and was a member of a 
small group dealing with school attendance.
82
  He retired from his seat in 1904
83
 but stood 
again, unsuccessfully, in 1907.
84
   
 King’s motivation for involvement in local education politics is not clear from the 
extant sources.  However, as discussed above, taking on such roles was encouraged by 
Mansfield House and was consistent with its view on the nature of appropriate public service.  
His work in Surrey reveals details of his cognitions in the specific sphere of education.  In a 
volume he wrote in 1903 for the guidance of local school managers, he expresses enthusiasm 
for high quality provision for the youngest children in the school: they require “special 
attention”, a bright classroom, a pleasant teacher and “the introduction of kindergarten 
methods”.85  This volume also demonstrated his interest in improving school facilities more 
generally:  “To allow schools to remain with insufficient floor or air space for the children, 
with insanitary offices ……..means that parents and children are being deprived of what the 
law prescribes and what they pay to get but do not receive”.86  This comment reveals other 
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key ideas: parents, as tax-payers, have a right to quality education for their children and 
although money spent appropriately on education is money spent well, value for money, or 
getting what you pay for, is important.  This is reminiscent of his scrupulous financial 
management at Mansfield House.  His keen interest in this topic is further evidenced by 
letters he wrote to local papers: one example was to the Surrey Mirror in 1906, in which he 
complained about the council’s “lax control of expenditure”.87  A further value which 
emerges is King’s concern for protecting Non-conformist interests in education.  This was a 
period in which religious tensions were prominent in local education matters:  The Act of 
1902 made Local Education Authorities responsible for church schools, thus causing uproar 
amongst Non-conformists who resented having to pay for such religiously orientated 
institutions.
88
  King was keen for his co-religionists to be properly represented on appropriate 
committees, as demonstrated by a letter to the Surrey Mirror in 1903
89
 and campaigned for 
the opening of “non-dogmatic” schools, accessible to children of all faiths.90  These are all 
themes which were important in his later educational work as a member of parliament.   
 King’s time in Surrey County Council also reveals a great deal about the way he 
conducted himself and thus his personality traits.  Intriguingly, whereas his work in the 
philanthropic organisations suggested high agreeableness and an ability to make and sustain 
friendship, King’s behaviour in this more confrontational arena suggests a character that 
many did not find agreeable.  The conscientiousness with which he pursued what he 
considered the right course of action and the assertiveness (suggesting high extraversion) 
with which he spoke up about faults and mistakes he perceived in others was the cause of 
some ruffled feathers among his fellow council members.  The local newspapers reported a 
number of incidents which suggested that King was in the habit of irritating others:  for 
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example, an article published in 1908 recounts an incident of “some years ago” when King 
had “offended some of his colleagues by an imprudent speech”, resulting in one of them 
making a quip at his expense when there was a call of “God save the King”.91   In a letter to 
the Dorking and Leatherhead Advertiser in 1907, King himself claimed that he “was always 
protesting against the policy and proceedings of the committee” on grounds of its financial 
sloppiness and describes a scene where he threatened to resign, occasioning a heated 
response.
92
  This was one of a series of letters which he wrote to the local newspapers, 
raining criticism on the council with an eye to vindicating himself and securing his own re-
election.  This in itself caused anger amongst his erstwhile colleagues, with the chair of the 
education committee criticising his actions.
93
  A few years later, the Dorking and 
Leatherhead Advertiser recalled the exchanges and claimed that King’s “outspoken 
criticisms” had gained him “notoriety”.94  
 As was pointed out in the press, these letters did “not commend themselves to the 
electors”.95  King was not successful in regaining a seat on the council and therefore his 
influence on local education policy was curtailed.  His own bitter complaints about the 
council after his term of office suggest that he did not achieve much when he was there 
either.  The only success he chose to boast about is the fact that he managed to save some 
money by persuading the council to award a printing contract to a local rather than a London 
firm “after long delays and constant discouragement”.96  King’s personality traits proved in 
this case to be a limiting factor on his ability to bring about the educational changes which he 
desired.   
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MP for North Somerset: The Merry Andrew of the Radical Party  
Joseph King first stood as a Liberal candidate for parliament in the New Forest division of 
Hampshire in 1892 and tried again for the Isle of Thanet in 1904 and 1906.
97
  He was 
eventually successful in winning a seat representing North Somerset in 1910 and remained in 
that post until 1918.
98
 He was asked in 1917 by local party members not to seek re-election 
“in the party’s interest”.99  There had been tensions in the constituency over King’s perceived 
pacifist stance on several issues, particularly his voting against the Military Services Act.
100
  
An unfortunate incident in which he was prosecuted and fined following an indiscreet letter 
to a journalist about “the supply and condition of war materials” could hardly have been 
helpful in this context.
101
  He subsequently joined the Labour party and was an unsuccessful 
candidate in Ilford in 1920 and in York in 1923.
102
 King’s motivation for wishing to pursue a 
political career is not clear from existing sources but would seem to be a natural counterpart 
to his enthusiastic attempt at involving himself in local politics. There was a long standing 
link between the Liberal party and Non-conformity and a newly emerging link between “New 
Liberalism” and social reform.103 Indeed, many “new liberals” had been involved in 
settlement work.
104
  Thus there is continuity between King’s previous interests and this new 
role.   
The cognitions which King tried to further as an MP are clear from his contributions 
to parliamentary debates and his oral and written questions to ministers.  In a prominent 
position was his desire to promote Non-conformist interests, particularly with regard to 
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obtaining the disestablishment of the Anglican Church in Wales, where its congregations 
were a minority of the population.
105
  He also raised issues that had connections with his 
Peasant Arts work: arguing, for example, that New Delhi should be built using the skills and 
traditions of local Indian craftsmen.
106
 However, there is no evidence of a committed anti-
industrial, pro-rural stance that was the orthodoxy emanating from other Peasant Arts 
members, which again suggests a certain ambivalence on his part about that aspect of his life.  
He supported the “new liberal” policies of social reform, as one would anticipate from his 
involvement with Mansfield House, taking a particular interest in the circumstances of 
illegitimate children, on which subject he presented several bills which he supported by 
vigorous campaigning inside and outside parliament.
107
  
Education was a very high priority for King in his role as a member of parliament and 
he took pride in what he saw as his expertise in this area, claiming to be always right about 
these matters: “I may sometimes make mistakes in this House, but never upon educational 
subjects”.108  King believed that education provision in the country needed improving, 
declaring that in particular “our elementary system of education is in ruins”.109  Always 
careful of the cost and proper financial management, he nonetheless was broadly in favour of 
increased investment.
110
  He described himself as one of the “undenominationalists who 
believe in popular education”,111 meaning that he thought all schools should be available for 
everyone and all children should have the same experience whichever school they attended.  
He was determined to wipe out the social taint associated with attendance at an elementary 
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school so as to make them more acceptable to families of all social classes.
112
  He was a 
vociferous campaigner against the (supposedly voluntary) “school pence” charged by some 
schools which he contended was being used expressly to exclude poor children from rich 
areas.
113
 He was deeply unhappy about the 1902 Education Bill which obliged local 
authorities to support church schools, which were often in very poor condition.
114
  King also 
believed in education for older children and objected to them being pressurised to leave at 
twelve.
115
 He was most particularly concerned about the exclusion from school of children 
between three and five following critical government reports in 1905 and 1908 about the 
benefits of such provision.
116
 He was suspicious of the idea of separate “nursery schools” 
being used to replace elementary school provision for these children.   This was because such 
schools would be set up mainly in the most deprived areas and therefore would be “offering a 
certain class of education to those who live in slums, and sayings to those who live in decent 
houses, ‘No, these schools are not for you.’”117  In the same vein, he objected to the idea of 
nursery schools being set up by voluntary religious groups which would impose their views 
and perhaps select children according to religious background.
118
  All in all, this seems to be 
a very well-developed and coherent nexus of beliefs, consistent with the aims he tried to 
promote in his role in local government.   
King’s behaviour in parliament sheds light on his personality traits, particularly his 
“extraversion”, “agreeableness” and “conscientiousness”.  He was extremely conscientious 
and hard-working.  This was acknowledged early in his career by the North Somerset Liberal 
Party, whose report in 1911 praised King for his devotion and the “vigorous” carrying out of 
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his duties.
119
  He made himself very noticeable in the House with a large number of 
contributions:  the humorous journal Punch claimed that he had the record for asking most 
questions.
120
  He complained on occasion of his colleagues’ lack of enthusiasm for 
parliamentary business, bemoaning, for example, the fact that the House had fallen into a 
habit of “adjourning early for no possible reason except apparently to have a longer sleep”.121   
This willingness to push himself forward also suggests high extraversion, as does his 
readiness to take on the role of the “The Merry Andrew of the Radical Party.”122  He was 
described by one political commentator as “constantly asking funny questions in a Sunday 
School voice.  His solemnity of visage in contrast with his quaint observations is the occasion 
of constant merriment”.123 According to the Daily Mirror, his likeness to the Mad Hatter was 
“a never-ending source of mirth to politicians” and his “drolleries at question time are always 
relished”.124  This latter claim was, unsurprisingly, not quite true: some people found him an 
irritant. Conservative MP Robert Cecil once suggested “it might be better if the honourable 
member turned his talents to something besides being the buffoon of the house”.125  One very 
hostile newspaper article following his fine for the letter to the journalist claimed that fellow 
MPs thought him a bore but had come “to regard Mr King’s presence in their assembly with a 
sort of patient resignation”.126  Other aspects of his manner in the House were also likely to 
have caused occasional umbrage.  He could be ridiculously pompous, for example in 
claiming “I am quite surprised, in reading my own speeches, how good they were”.127  His 
forthrightness could tip into personal offensiveness:  for example, he was criticised for 
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discourteousness by Conservative MP Henry Page Croft after calling the opposition 
“cowardly”.128  His “agreeableness” in his role as an MP would therefore seem to be limited, 
despite the appeal he had for some.    
 King found the amount of influence he was able to bring to bear on public policy as 
an individual MP limited and expressed his frustration about this.  He claimed that it was 
very difficult to get any measure passed unless it was introduced by the government: private 
members bill, however good they were, were rarely successful.
129
 He deprecated the amount 
of power held by the cabinet which he saw as in conflict with a true system of “Parliamentary 
rule”.130 However, the repeated highlighting of an issue could persuade policy makers of the 
virtue of a case.  The discussion of parliamentary bills gave opportunities for introducing 
amendments.  MPs could also serve on or make representations to committees formulating 
policy.  The 1918 Education Act provides examples of how King exercised these sort of 
powers.  He felt (whilst acknowledging uncertainty) that it was his own efforts which had 
highlighted the impact of school pence and ensured the inclusion of a clause which 
categorically abolished all fees in elementary schools, except for meals and medical 
treatment.
131
 Similarly, the proposing and passing of an amendment to allow elementary 
schools to take children up to the age of sixteen was “partly, or largely” due, he said, to 
himself.
132
   
One clause where he most certainly did have a very significant impact was clause 19  
which concerned nursery education.
133
 The Board of Education planned to introduce 
legislation making it possible (but not compulsory) for local authorities to fund nursery 
education and preferred the option of the nursery school which was a separate institution 
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from the elementary school.
 134
  When the bill was being discussed in the House of 
Commons, King entered forcefully into the debate, taking up a strong position in favour of 
nursery classes within existing schools for reasons which have been explained above.
135
 It 
seems clear from some of the exchanges that members of the Board of Education found him 
rather irritating: Lewis, the Parliamentary Secretary made a rather curt reply to King’s 
suggestion that there had been “ignorant and stupid” hostility to the participation of Scottish 
members in the debate and was somewhat sarcastic when trying to clear up King’s confusion 
between day nurseries (childcare facilities) and nursery schools.
136
  However, after an initial 
outright refusal, King’s demand that “nursery classes” should be explicitly permitted by the 
Act was accepted.
137  The Board did not really want to encourage these classes but neither did 
it want to jeopardise the possibility of improvements to existing early years provision in 
schools by condemning the nursery class absolutely.
138
  These policy makers did not support 
King’s views but his insistence forced their hand somewhat.  There was a good slice of luck 
here in King’s getting his way on this issue. This intervention has had a profound influence 
on the development of a divided system of nursery education in England, where different 
children attended different types of institution.  Sadly, this was precisely the kind of situation 
King had spent his political life trying to work against.   
 Joseph King, as a unique individual, was therefore able to have some impact on policy 
as a member of parliament.  In a time before MPs were paid, his privileged class and personal 
wealth were key factors in enabling him to take on this role in society in the first place.
139
  
His personal traits, particularly his conscientiousness, enabled him to get some pet issues into 
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prominence and so facilitate changes in policy.  His tendency to play the buffoon and the fact 
that not everyone liked him very much may have been limiting factors, not least in preventing 
him from gaining promotion.  His clearest impact, the amendment of the nursery education 
clause in the 1918 Education Act, demonstrates that his being in the right place at the right 
time, finding himself in favourable circumstances which he did not create, also contributed to 
his success.   
 
Conclusion   
This article has presented a portrait of the work of Joseph King in several spheres of 
education.  It was conceived as a unique picture of a unique individual but the range of his 
interlocking interests has meant that it has provided insight into a tranche of progressive ideas 
circulating in his lifetime.  The workers in the university settlements and in the Arts and 
Crafts movements were deeply concerned with improving the lot of the poor, in part through 
exposing them to new ideas.  Both movements are subject to criticism from scholars today for 
the fact that their beliefs rested on paternalistic notions of a privileged “squirearchy” who 
could model appropriate ways to live to the ignorant.  Nonetheless, these philanthropic 
instincts encouraged particularly the university settlers to work in public service and political 
roles.  There are clear links and continuities between those involved with social reform 
movements and the Liberal Party and its reforming agenda.   
Winter’s definition of personality has proved a useful tool in the creation of the 
“Joseph King” that is presented here.  His “social context”  -  his class, his wealth, his 
networks built at Uppingham and Oxford and his religion – were all important to who he was, 
how he saw himself and how others saw him.  All of these things contributed to his 
“motivation” to behave in the ways he did.  A largely coherent set of values and beliefs has 
emerged.  These include a conviction that education is of fundamental importance to society; 
a desire for careful and prudent investment that has a genuine impact on the quality of the 
service and a determination that all schools paid for by the public should be equally 
accessible to the whole of the public.  It has also been possible to identify personality traits 
that King displayed in the different contexts in which he worked.  Most striking of all is his 
high “conscientiousness”, displayed through his boundless enthusiasm for hard work and 
long-standing commitment to these causes over many decades.  However, post-modern ideas 
about personality have raised interesting questions about the limitations of the historian’s 
ability to understand a figure from the past.  There are fractures as well as a measure of 
coherence in this picture.  The extent of King’s belief in some of the wilder policies of the 
Peasant Arts Movement remains ambiguous.  There is also contradictory evidence about his 
“agreeableness”:  a man who seemed to operate extremely successfully among a sympathetic 
circle of friends seemed to be unable to manage the cut and thrust of adversarial politics 
without making himself both ridiculous and irritating, at least to some.  The idea of 
“performing” character, putting on different personalities in different circumstances, seems 
pertinent here.  King had a distinctive persona in the political arena which perhaps was quite 
different to how he acted in private.   
 This article is aligned with the biographical turn in studies of the history of education 
and explores the relationship between one individual and the society in which he lived.  It set 
out to examine the extent to which one man, unencumbered by social disadvantage, was able 
to influence educational policy and practice and bring about the changes which he desired.  
King’s case demonstrates that individual personality could indeed be a key element in 
success and failure in these arenas.  His class, his gender, his wealth and his connections gave 
him the time and opportunity to involve himself in organisations and take on roles in which 
he could pursue his goals.  However, his “conscientiousness”, his hard work and persistence, 
was crucial in ensuring the smooth running of the philanthropic organisations and 
safeguarding the legacy of the Peasant Art movement.  In his role as an MP, this trait helped 
him keep issues he cared about in the purview of policy makers and this could occasionally 
lead to policy shifts.  On the other hand, his questionable “agreeableness” teamed with high 
extraversion and his resultant forceful manner were counterproductive in his efforts to 
persuade others to his views in his work in Surrey County Council.  Similarly, his facetious 
persona in the House of Commons made him a figure of fun and limited his chances to 
become a policy maker himself.  Society provided opportunities but it was Joseph King the 
individual who used or squandered these.   
This article has made no claims for King as a great educational pioneer and yet there 
are aspects of his story from which we might take inspiration.  We may be uneasy about some 
aspects of the settlements and the Peasant Arts Movement today and yet admire the 
soundness of the fundamental principles that lay behind the desire to help.  King’s vision of 
the English school system is out of step with today’s fractured reality, with ever increasing 
numbers both of faith schools and partially unregulated “free schools”140, and yet it still 
stands as a coherent alternative that would appeal to many campaigning groups.  Most 
significantly of all, however, is the affirmation this story provides of that one relatively 
unexceptional individual could begin to shape his world.   
Joseph King’s experience cannot of course be divorced from his own location in time 
and place and yet his story is a useful starting to point for reflection on how we might begin 
to understand these issues in other societies.  Do all people, regardless of class, race and 
gender, have an equal opportunity to have their voice heard and put their ideas into practice?  
To what extent can and should the wealthy philanthropist influence policy?  What kind of 
public persona should an individual adopt in order to amplify his or her voice?  Is it 
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sometimes necessary to adopt an awkward and irascible front in order to make an impression 
or can this damage our causes?   The techniques for examining this in contemporary contexts, 
with potentially more and richer sources of data available, may be different but the questions 
remain pertinent today.   
 
